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ABSTRACT 

 

Ammattimaisen audiovisuaalisen kääntämisen rinnalle on 2000-luvun aikana syntynyt Internetissä 

toimivia verkkoyhteisöjä, jotka talkoistavat käännöksiä: amatöörit kääntävät tekstityksiä omiin 

suosikkielokuviinsa ja –TV-sarjoihinsa ja jakavat niitä ilmaiseksi muille saman materiaalin faneille. 

Tämän tutkielman päämääränä on selvittää, eroavatko talkoistetut käännökset kaupallisista 

käännöksistä niissä käytetyiden käännösstrategioiden osalta, ja jos eroavat, miksi, ja miten se 

vaikuttaa käännöksen ymmärrettävyyteen. Tutkimuksen aineistona on samasta 

lähdemateriaalista, Ensisilmäyksellä-tv-sarjan erään jakson alkunäytöksestä, tehdyt kaksi eri 

käännöstä. Analyysi pohjautuu yhdeksään käännösstrategiaan, jotka käännöstieteen tutkijat Vinay, 

Darbelnet, Malone ja Retsker ovat kategorisoineet: sananmukaiset käännökset, sanalainat, 

käännöslainat, uudelleenmuotoilut, mukautukset, vastaavuudet, sopeutukset, poisjätöt ja 

täydennykset. Tutkimuksen tulokset osoittavat, että kaupallisessa käännöksessä kääntäjä on 

pyrkinyt pitämään ilmaisun suppeampana pysyäkseen tiukemmissa teknisissä vaatimuksissa, kuten 

yhteen ruututekstiin mahtuvien merkkien rajoituksessa. Tämä näkyy erityisesti mukautusten ja 

poisjättöjen suosimisena ja sananmukaisten käännösten välttämisenä. Talkoistetuissa 

tekstityksissä sen sijaan pitäydyttiin uskollisempana lähdetekstille väljempien rajoitusten sen 

mahdollistaessa. Koska tutkimuksen aineisto on suppea, tulokset eivät ole yleistettävissä kaikkiin 

kaupallisiin ja talkoistettuihin tekstityksiin. 

 

Avainsanat: audiovisuaalinen kääntäminen, talkoistaminen, käännösstrategiat  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The ability to translate texts is a gift on its own. Translation as a form of art and profession 
differs considerably from the common form of communication that speakers of different 
languages use to communicate with each other: not everybody can do translations even if 
everybody can translate. (Aaltonen et al., 2015: back cover.) 

 

Translation as a concept is thousands of years old but continues to evolve as needs for new forms 

of translations appear. Audiovisual translation, which includes many different forms of translation, 

such as subtitling and dubbing, has grown substantially during the 21st century thanks to the rise in 

the amount of audiovisual media available through the internet. With online on-demand video 

services such as Netflix and Hulu allowing everybody to a massive amount of audiovisual 

entertainment, the need for translations has grown exponentially. 

Even before the on-demand services became a standard, translations for films and TV shows 

distributed online (mainly illegally) have been made by amateurs through the means of 

crowdsourcing: from the fans for the fans. The largest crowdsourcing-based subtitling community 

in Finland, DivX Finland, has been active since 2003, and many other, similar communities have 

existed during the last decade as well. 

Translation has also been studied widely in the academic circles under the name translation 

studies. Collaborating with many other fields of research related to producing and translating text 

as a cultural phenomenon, translations have been studied from various different perspectives. For 

the scope of this study, the theories of classifications for translation techniques are referred to. 

However, crowdsourced subtitles have received rather little focus in the research communities, 

and even less have their products been compared with the professional translations. This is likely 

due to the phenomenon existing in comparatively insignificant scale, and even more so now that 

more and more legal alternatives with professional subtitles are available to consumers. 

In this comparative audiovisual translation study I intend to delve into the crowdsourcing 

phenomenon by examining two different subtitle translations of the same source material: one by 

a professional translator, another crowdsourced by amateurs. My main focus will be on the 

translation techniques used in each version of the translation, and whether there are clear trends 
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in the use of certain techniques. In addition, I intend to examine how the use of the techniques 

supports the comprehensibility of the translation. 

I will first present the previous research on the concepts of translation studies, translation 

techniques and audiovisual translation. I intend to explain each translation technique with in detail 

to create a wider picture of the different techniques available for a translator, as these are the 

techniques I will refer to in my analysis later on. After the theoretical background, I will introduce 

my data – subtitles for the introductory act of an episode of the American situational comedy How 

I Met Your Mother – in more detail, also explaining the reasons for choosing this particular episode 

for this study. I also intend to explain the process of my analysis and the way the data will be 

presented in the analysis section. 

Finally, I will present my analysis findings regarding the trends of translation technique use in each 

version of the translation. In my analysis, I will focus on the three techniques with the largest 

difference in the number of instances they are used in the two translations. With my analysis, I 

aim to explain the reasons for why professional and amateur translators favor certain techniques 

over others. Also, using actual examples from the data, I intend to evaluate whether the chosen 

techniques are sufficient to convey a comprehensible translation to the viewer. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

Translation studies is an interdisciplinary academic field that concerns translating, interpreting and 

localizing in all their forms, from theory to practical applications (Fawcett, 1997: 2). The theories of 

translation studies are supported by theories from other nearby fields of research, such as 

linguistics, sociology, computer science, history and semiotics. The term translation studies was 

coined by James S. Holmes in his paper The Name and Nature of Translation Studies (1972). 

In this section, I intend to discuss and explain the earlier research and background information 

relevant to my thesis. First, I will shortly discuss the field of translation studies, its history and its 

use cases in general terms. I intend then introduce nine translation techniques, based mostly on 

research by Vinay and Darbelnet (1995), augmented with selected elements from both Restker’s 

(1974, cited in Fawcett, 1997) and Malone’s (1988) theories. Last, I will explain some of the 

intricacies of audiovisual translation, more specifically subtitling, and discuss the 21st century 

phenomenon of crowdsourcing audiovisual translations. 

It is almost impossible to avoid the effects of translation studies in today’s global, multilingual 

world. Texts – including the spoken texts as well as the written ones – are being translated from 

one language to another every day to convey meanings and ideas to people who do not 

understand the source language. The theories of translation studies are nowadays being applied 

everywhere: books, newspapers, magazines, television programs, movies, interviews, speeches 

and negotiations, to name but a few cases. 

Languages develop according to the needs of their speakers and users. Two languages that have 

once been a single language would, in other words, have developed in different manners if their 

speakers were separated geographically for several years. Due to this deviation in language 

development, translating texts from one language to another – from source language to target 

language – can sometimes be a challenging task. It is almost impossible to translate text word-for-

word. The translator often has to think about the problem: how to translate the text into fluent 

target language while conveying the original meaning of the text in the source language? (Fawcett, 

1997: 19 – 26.) 
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2.1. Translation techniques 

 

While each translator has made their own choices to keep translations as faithful and informative 

as possible, the researchers of translation studies have developed theories to explain the 

problems and the solutions. Of such theories of translation techniques the three possibly best 

known and widely discussed are the theory of the Russian Yakob Retsker (1974), the American 

model by Joseph Malone (1988) and the Canadian model by Paul Vinay and Jean Darbelnet (1995).  

While none of these theories is absolutely comprehensive without criticism, the Canadian model is 

– after being further developed by other researchers – the one that is most clearly categorized, as 

each of these three theories present the same translation techniques albeit in different manners. 

(Fawcett, 1997: 27–52.) Although Vinay and Darbelnet’s methodology is based on translations 

from French to English and vice versa, (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995: 9 – 10) its concepts work in the 

context of English-to-Finnish translations as well. 

In this section, I intend to introduce the last mentioned in more detail. In addition, I will introduce 

two additional techniques that I call supporting translation techniques, based on Malone’s model. 

While the classification of the techniques was done by Vinay, Darbelnet and Malone, the examples 

of English-to-Finnish applications of each technique come from my own experiences as a 

translator unless otherwise stated. 

In Vinay and Darbelnet’s model, the translation techniques have been divided in to two distinct 

groups. The first one, direct translation techniques, consists of techniques that aim to translate the 

meanings and words from the source language to the target language as faithfully as possible. The 

second group, oblique translation techniques, consists of techniques that deviate from the source 

language to produce culturally and linguistically similar or corresponding translation that follows 

the conventions of the target language and its cultural environment. (Fawcett, 1997: 36 – 37.)  
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2.1.1. Direct translation techniques 

 

Vinay and Darbelnet have classified their direct translation techniques under three subtitles: literal 

translation, borrowing and calque. Literal translations are, as the name of the technique suggests, 

word-for-word translations from the target language into the source language, following the 

original grammatical structure of the source language. While literal translations may work among 

two languages of the same family, with languages from other language families they do not work 

very often. Literal translations are rarely viable when translating longer passages of text because 

they make the translated text sound clumsy and unidiomatic. While shorter sections and simple 

sentences may be translated literally, a blend of direct and oblique techniques usually results in a 

more natural translation in longer passages. (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995: 33 – 35.) For example, the 

common English-language greeting “How are you?” does not sound natural in Finnish when 

translated word-for-word: “Kuinka olet (sinä)?”. Using the oblique translation technique, 

equivalence (see 2.1.2.), results in more fluent Finnish: “Mitä kuuluu?” 

Borrowing, according to Vinay and Darbelnet, means using terminology from the source language 

in the translation. Sometimes there is no corresponding word in the target language for a certain 

phenomenon, or it may carry different connotations and nuances than the original. Thus, the 

translator may decide to use the original term instead, either as is or conformed to the phonetic 

and/or spelling conventions of the target language. (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995: 31 – 32.) 

During the last few decades, it has been difficult for other languages, Finnish included, to keep up 

with the new technology and internet-related terminology originating from the English-speaking 

world. A recent example of borrowing in texts translated from English to Finnish is hashtag. 

Hashtags are used in social media to link similar texts and pictures together. They are marked by 

hash mark in front of the word (for example: #translation). Although the Institute for the 

Languages of Finland has suggested using the word ‘asiatunniste’ instead, (Leskelä & Syrjänen, 

2014) hashtag seems to have gained a foothold in translations as well as native Finnish texts. 

The final direct translation technique in Vinay and Darbelnet’s theory is, to some degree, a 

combination if the previous two. Calques (or loan translations) are literal word-for-word 

translations of phrases or terminology to fill a void in the vocabulary of the target language. 

Calques are often coined by journalists when the media have a need to report recent phenomena 
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that do not yet have an established translation in the target language. (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995: 

32 – 33.) Whether the calque establishes its position in the standard language or not depends on 

whether the native speakers adopt it into common use. (Fawcett, 1997: 32 – 33.) An example of 

calque in Finnish is ‘meitsie’, used as an alternative to the borrowed word selfie, which is a self-

portrait photograph. The word ‘meitsie’ is of unknown origin, having been coined online by Finnish 

social media users. While it has not been adopted into standard Finnish, it has been reported on 

by the Finnish newspaper Helsingin Sanomat (Nykänen, 2014). 

 

 

2.1.2. Oblique translation techniques 

 

Unfortunately for professional translators, languages are not like puzzle pieces that fit together. As 

literal translations are rarely viable in longer passages, and borrowing and calques are usually only 

used for special terminology, more indirect techniques are often needed to translate texts into 

natural target language. Vinay and Darbelnet introduce four oblique translation techniques in their 

research for that purpose: transposition, modulation, equivalence and adaptation. These 

techniques are meant for situations where the structures and culture or language specific items of 

the source language cannot function in the target language without altering the meaning or 

upsetting its grammatical and stylistic framework. (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995: 31.) 

Of the four oblique techniques, transposition is the one closest to the direct translation 

techniques. Transposition means that the original text from the source language is translated 

faithfully into target language but unlike literal translation, the grammatical structure and syntax 

are used in a way that is natural for the target language. The aim is to keep the main elements of 

the text intact but avoid awkward constructions and structures directly borrowed from the source 

language. (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995: 36.) 

In some languages, transposition may be a simple matter of word order: a white cat in English is 

un gato blanco (lit. a cat white) in Spanish. Translating from English to Finnish, a common case of 

transposition is the by agent used in conjunction with the passive voice. While the agent structure 

can be translated with the particle ‘toimesta’ in Finnish, a more natural solution is usually to 

translate the sentence into active voice in Finnish. “The book was read by a child” would, 
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translated literally into Finnish, be “Kirja luettiin lapsen toimesta”. While the sentence is 

grammatically correct, a native Finnish speaker would consider it unnatural and would rather say 

“Kirjan luki lapsi” (stressing the object, the book ‘kirja’) or “Lapsi luki kirjan” (stressing the subject, 

a child ‘lapsi’). 

While some degree of transposition is necessary very often in English-to-Finnish translations, it is 

not always enough to make the translation sound natural. In some such cases modulation is 

needed. Modulation means switching perspective to convey the main idea or semantical meaning 

of the source language in the target language. For example, opposites can be used to modulate 

the sentence. (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995: 36 – 37.) “Mr. President is not a very patient man”, for 

example, would sound rather clumsy in literally translated Finnish: “Herra presidentti ei ole hyvin 

kärsivällinen mies”. If the translator decided to use modulation instead, the sentence would sound 

more like what a native Finnish would say: “Herra presidentti on hyvin kärsimätön mies.” 

When translating proverbs or idioms, the translation technique in question is usually equivalence. 

Proverbs and idioms tend to be specific to language or culture, and would mean nothing 

translated literally into another language: the metaphors used to convey the same idea can be 

completely different in different languages. (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995: 38 – 39.) A Finn would, for 

example, never call an easy task “pala kakkua” (lit. a piece of cake) or that “sataa kissoja ja koiria” 

(lit. it’s raining cats and dogs). Instead, they would probably talk about “helppo nakki” (lit. an easy 

wiener) and “sataa kuin saavista kaataen” (lit. “it’s raining like it was poured from a bucket”), 

respectively. 

The final technique presented by Vinay and Darbelnet is adaptation, a technique considered 

controversial even amongst professional translators. There are two different views of how 

adaptation should be done in translations: (1) For some translators, adaptation means changing 

culture-specific terminology or phenomena – for example a product brand, a name of a 

corporation or a person – into something completely different but culturally similar while 

translating the text; (2) Other translators prefer changing brands and other culture-specific proper 

nouns into more general terms, common nouns instead of proper nouns. (Vinay & Darbelnet, 

1995: 39 – 40.) 

The American chain of convenience stores, 7-Eleven, could be adapted into the Finnish translation 

as R-kioski, a similar Finnish chain, by one translator, and the emergency phone number 911 could 
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be 112 in the Finnish version. However, another translator might opt for common nouns ‘kioski’ 

(lit. kiosk) and ‘hätänumero’ (lit. emergency number), instead. The form of adaptation – or even 

using the original English proper noun – often depends on the context: while many Finnish adults 

would know that 911 is the emergency number in America, its use in a children’s book would be 

more questionable. 

 

 

2.1.3. Supporting translation techniques 

 

In addition to the techniques introduced by Vinay and Darbelnet, two more techniques that 

support and are often used in conjunction with one of the seven aforementioned techniques are 

worth mentioning: omission and compensation. Omission (also called reduction) means leaving an 

element of the original text completely out of the translation. It is often necessary to omit 

something when subtitling TV series or movies to accommodate the translation to the limited 

space (see 2.2.). However, the main idea should still be understandable and visible in the 

translation even if something, deemed unnecessary by the translator, was omitted. (Malone, 

1988: 46 – 49.) 

Compensation, on the other hand, means explaining a word, a pun or a phrase with a footnote 

when the source text is completely untranslatable without losing an important nuance, 

connotation or a play on words (Fawcett, 1997: 31 – 33). In audiovisual translation, compensation 

is particularly rare but not completely without precedence due to the character limit. For example, 

in the Finnish DVD release of the movie Meet the Parents, the protagonist Greg Focker’s last name 

which sounds in English like to derogatory word fucker was used as a pun in the movie. In this 

case, the translator decided to compensate for this with an added explanation. 

 

 

2.2. Audiovisual translation 
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Audiovisual translation means translating video and audio material from one language into 

another. In Finland, with very few exceptions, almost all foreign TV programs aired on public 

channels as well as movies shown in theaters have been translated from the source language into 

Finnish and/or Swedish. Audiovisual translation can be divided into four types: subtitling, dubbing 

and signed audiovisual interpreting and audio descriptions (Aaltonen et al., 2015: 78 – 83). The last 

two, specifically aimed for people with visual or aural impairment, will not be discussed in detail in 

this thesis as their use cases are very different from the first two. 

In Finland, the vast majority of publically shown audiovisual content is subtitled. Subtitling means 

adding the written translations of the source language audio at the bottom of the screen on top of 

the video material. Dubbing, which means replacing the audio material with a translated voice-

over, is mainly used in shows and movies targeted for a younger audience. Dubbing is much more 

expensive than subtitling, as every character is generally played by a different actor even in the 

translated voice-over. (Aaltonen et al., 2015: 78 – 81.) 

While this study focuses on subtitling, mainly due to the better availability of data, the results 

apply mostly to dubbing as well. The process of translating the text is similar in both types – 

although in dubbing the text has to be more in synchrony with the speaker’s lip movements – and 

sometimes both subtitled and dubbed versions of the same translation may exist. 

Compared to, for example, translating prose fiction, audiovisual translation poses several different 

types of challenges. Even though the majority of both prose fiction and TV shows and movies 

depict a fictional reality, the technical limitations and multimodality limit the audiovisual 

translations significantly. Subtitles are limited by the number of text characters and the length 

each line is visible as well as the reading speed of the viewer. Multimodal challenges are usually 

caused by the combination of video and audio in the source material. The translator has to decide 

which on-screen texts they want to translate and which they leave untranslated. (Aaltonen et al., 

2015: 83 – 88.) 

In addition, the visuals should never contradict the translation. An example of such practical 

problems in audiovisual translations is the English expression fingers crossed as an encouragement 

and wishing of good luck. The Finnish alternative, peukut pystyssä (lit. thumbs up), is a different 

gesture altogether, and if the video is showing a person crossing their fingers, the translator has to 

make a decision on whether they want to use the equivalent idiom or omit the idiom altogether in 
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their translation. In the end, the focus should be on conveying the main idea to the viewer who 

does not understand the culture of the source language. (Aaltonen et al., 2015: 83 – 88.) 

 

 

2.3. Crowdsourcing subtitles online 

 

Traditionally, foreign material intended for television or cinema airing or DVD release has subtitles 

or dubbing translated by a professional translator. However, as professional translators have been 

able to adopt better technological solutions into their work routine, these same technologies have 

become available for anybody. During the 21st century, a considerably large culture of 

crowdsourced subtitles (also called fansubbing and digisubbing) has been born alongside the 

profession. These terms – however loose their usage might be – all refer to subtitles made by non-

professional translators for other people to use free of charge. (O’Hagan, 2009: 95.) 

Although the field of translation studies has expanded with the audiovisual translation, the 

process of crowdsourcing subtitles has been studied rather little. This may be due to the 

questionable legal status the whole concept is based on, as amateur translators are often breaking 

copyright regulations, (Kärkkäinen, 2012) but it can still be considered to be an interesting 

phenomenon for research. As earlier research on the subject is light, and the research specifically 

focused on the Finnish communities, the following description of their processes is based on the 

information available on their websites. 

The concept of crowdsourcing means, in this context, that fans of a TV show or a movie translate 

the subtitles for free consumption by other fans. These subtitles are then shared on the Internet. 

While anyone can translate and share subtitles online, some organized communities have strict 

rules that regulate the processes and the quality of the subtitles they release. Probably the largest 

of such communities in Finland is DivX Finland, formed in 2003 by amateur audiovisual translators 

(DivX Finland: “FAQ ja säännöt”, 2010). The DivX Finland subtitle archive has over 10,000 subtitles 

which have, in all, been downloaded over 30 million times (Subiarkisto.org, 2014). Although the 

legality of crowdsourced subtitles is questionable (Kärkkäinen, 2012), the community has seen 

hundreds of amateurs contributing for subtitles for free. 
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In DivX Finland, the translation process has been divided into three phases: 1) translation; 2) proof 

reading; 3) qualifying period. At the beginning of a project, the source material (usually the English 

subtitles) is divided into several packets, shorter sections that are given to different translators. 

Each translator translates their own packet in the given time and sends it to the proof reader for 

the second phase. (DivX Finland: “Ohjeita suomentamiseen”, 2010.) The proof reader is usually a 

more experienced member of the community, as the proofreading phase is the main stage for 

quality control. (DivX Finland: “Ohjeita oikolukemiseen”, 2010.) 

The proof reader goes through each packet, correcting any mistakes they find and unifying the 

different terminological choices made by translators. After the proof reading is done, the subtitle 

is added into the release calendar and the qualifying period begins. (DivX Finland: “Ohjeita 

oikolukemiseen”, 2010.) During this period, before the public release of the subtitles, other 

experienced members of the community (called sisäpiiri ’inner circle’) can comment on the quality 

and suggest corrections to the proof reader. The qualifying period is typically three to five days. 

After that the subtitle is released in the Subiarkisto subtitle archive where it can be commented on 

by users. The subtitles may be improved by the proof reader later still, based on feedback and 

comments. (DivX Finland: “FAQ ja säännöt”, 2010.) 

Compared with the translation process of professional audiovisual translators, the produced 

translation in the crowdsourcing community goes through several more people, whereas 

professionals usually work alone. By dividing the translation process into different phases, the 

communities seem to aim for efficiency. The technical limitations in DivX Finland are somewhat 

looser than in professional agencies: more text characters are allowed in screen texts, for 

example. In addition, considering that the translators are not usually educated formally in the field 

of translation or linguistics, the importance of several proof readings is thought useful to maintain 

the quality of the subtitles. 
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3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

 

The data for this study consists of two audiovisual translations of the same source material: the 

subtitles translated by Kirsi Reima for the commercial DVD release, and the subtitles 

crowdsourced in the DivX Finland online community for online distribution. DivX Finland has 

credited the translation of their version to five usernames, Merkkari1, Hat, dangerous, wonka ja 

Deewee, proof reading by Merkkari1. The version number for the DivX Finland translation is v1.1, 

which means it has been corrected once since its release. In addition to the two translations, the 

original English transcript is used as the source text for the translations. (See Appendix for the 

complete data.) 

The subtitles in question are for the introductory act (the portion of the show before the title 

sequence) of the first episode of the seventh season, titled The Best Man, in the American 

situational comedy series How I Met Your Mother. I have chosen this episode of this particular 

series for three reasons: First of all, both the commercial and the crowdsourced versions of the 

subtitles are easily available in the DVD release and the Subiarkisto archive, respectively. Secondly, 

the series often takes advantage of word-plays and puns to create the comedic effect. Third, the 

episode in question is rather recent (2011), which means that the crowdsourced subtitles follow a 

recent set of rules and guidelines set by the DivX Finland community.  

The main concept of How I Met Your Mother revolves around the main character, Ted Mosby, 

who, in the year 2030, is telling his children the story of how he met their mother. The actual story 

takes place in the contemporary New York with each season of the show covering the year it was 

first aired in. Due to the narrative concept of the show, the storytelling of How I Met Your Mother 

relies heavily on the use of flash-forwards. The introductory act of the episode The Best Man, first 

aired in 2011, shows the protagonist Ted Mosby in several different time frames: planning the best 

man’s toast for his high school friend Punchy’s wedding in 2011; giving toasts in several earlier 

weddings; conversing with another of his friends, Barney, on the day of his wedding in 2012; as 

well as telling the story of these two events to his children in 2030. (Bays et al., 2011.) 

In this study, I intend to compare the two translations for this same source material in terms of the 

translation techniques used in each version. My plan is to determine whether there are notable 

trends in the use of different translation methods used by professional and amateur translators. 
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The study will, not comment on the quality of the translations, per se, unless there are clear 

mistranslations or misunderstandings by translators. In addition, the technical aspects of the 

subtitles, such as time cueing and punctuation conventions, will not be a part of the scope of this 

study. The focus will be exclusively on the core translations. 

The data is in the form of a table, with the original translation on the left, the commercial 

translation in the middle and the crowdsourced translation on the right. The numbers in the 

leftmost column symbolize the ordinal number of the screen texts on that row. As the screen texts 

in each translation have been divided differently according to each translator’s choices, in some 

cases the translations will not be completely inside the same screen texts. (See Table 1.) 

 
ORIGINAL ENGLISH TRANSCRIPT COMMERCIAL FINNISH (Kirsi Reima) CROWDSOURCED FINNISH (DivX Finland) 

1 
Kids, if there's one big theme 

to this story - 
Jos tällä tarinalla on teema- 

Lapset, jos tällä tarinalla 
on jokin tärkeä teema, - 

2 
and I swear, we're totally, almost, 
not really all that close to the end - 

-ja vannon, emme ole vielä lähelläkään loppua- 
ja vannon, 

että olemme todella, melkein, - 

3 it's timing. Timing is everything. -se on ajoitus. Se on tärkein. 
emme kovinkaan lähellä loppua, se on ajoitus. 

Ajoitus on kaikki kaikessa. 

Table 1. Example excerpt from the data. 

 

Each translated screen text in the data has been analyzed and classified according to the nine 

translation techniques: literal translation, borrowing, calque (see 2.1.1.), transposition, 

modulation, equivalence, adaptation (see 2.1.2.), omission and compensation (see 2.1.3.). As a 

screen text may consist of a single sentence, a partial sentence or several sentences, there may be 

more than one technique used for a single screen text. After the classifications, the differences as 

well as similarities that have arisen from the data are analyzed comparatively to determine the 

probable reasons. 
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4. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

 

In this section, I intend to present the findings from my analysis of the data using examples. As can 

be expected of a subtitle for a TV series, both translations follow the original transcript rather 

faithfully. However, direct translation techniques are rather uncommon when translating from 

English to Finnish due to the different syntactical structures of the two languages. Thus, the most 

common translation technique used in both translations is clearly transposition. 

Although the two translations have different choices of words, the quality of each translation does 

not seem to differ from the other. While there is clumsy Finnish in some screen texts of the 

crowdsourced subtitles, equally jarring language can be found in other sections of the commercial 

translation. However, the use of the translation techniques is somewhat different. In Table 1 are 

the number of instances each translation technique has been used in the data. As mentioned, one 

screen text may consist of several different translation techniques, which results in different total 

number for each version. 

 

 
COMMERCIAL CROWDSOURCED 

LITERAL 8 16 

BORROWING 0 0 

CALQUE 0 0 

TRANSPOSITION 50 52 

MODULATION 12 4 

EQUIVALENCE 16 15 

ADAPTATION 1 2 

OMISSION 49 16 

COMPENSATION 0 0 

Table 2. Translation technique instances. 

 

Based on the statistics, there seem to be three major differences in the use of translation 

techniques between the two translations: 

1) Literal translations 

2) Modulations 

3) Omissions 
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Due to the minimal differences in the use of other translation techniques, I will focus my analysis 

on these three, analyzing examples and determining the probable causes for the differences. 

There were no instances of borrowing or calque identified in the data for this study.  These 

techniques tend to appear more frequently in technical and documentary translations than in 

scripted fiction. The third technique non-existent in the data, compensation, is extremely rare in 

the context of audiovisual translation. As these techniques do not appear in the data, they will not 

be further discussed in this study. 

 

 

4.1. Literal translations 

 

As the statistics show, the number of literal translations in the crowdsourced subtitles (16) is 

double compared with the commercial subtitles (8). However, as mentioned before, literal, word-

for-word translations may only be used for very short utterances (see 2.1.1.). In spite of that, it 

would seem that the amateur translators at DivX Finland have tried to achieve a more faithful 

translation in some cases. 

In Table 3 are three separate examples of how the literal translations in the crowdsourced 

subtitles compare with the other techniques used in the commercial version. These examples are 

typical comparative cases as similar situations repeat in other pieces of data as well. The literal 

translations are underlined while other techniques are unmarked. The text that is not under 

inspection here due to different point of division for the screen texts is marked in grey.  

 

 
ORIGINAL ENGLISH TRANSCRIPT COMMERCIAL FINNISH (Kirsi Reima) CROWDSOURCED FINNISH (DivX Finland) 

18 
- What if this is the worst wedding ever? 

- Not possible. 
-Mitä jos häät ovat kaikista kamalimmat? 

-Se on mahdotonta. 
Mitä jos nämä ovat 

huonoimmat häät ikinä? 

46 But Alex and Jessica's love reminds us that… Alexin ja Jessican rakkaus kertoo, että 
Mutta Alexin ja Jessican 

rakkaus muistuttaa meille... 

68 
- That's ridiculous. 

- Yeah, you're right. It's Cleveland. 
-Älä viitsi. 

-Ai niin, Cleveland. ”Jonoon naiset.” 
- Tuo on naurettavaa. 

- Olet oikeassa. Kyseessä on Cleveland. 

Table 3. Examples of literal translations. 
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In screen text #18, the crowdsourced translation follows the original transcript word-for-word. The 

line “Not possible” is also translated directly but it has been moved to the next screen text. The 

commercial translation, on the other hand, has omitted two words: this and ever. The omissions 

result in a tighter translation in terms of using character space (see 2.2.), probably to better fit the 

line as well as the reply into one screen text. 

In the next example, screen text #46, the differences between the two translations are more 

miniscule. The commercial translation has omitted the conjunction but ’mutta’ and changed the 

predicate verb reminds ‘muistuttaa’ into tells ‘kertoa’, making the technique in question 

transposition. Transposition is usually used instead of literal translation to better fit the translation 

into the naturally spoken target language. This seems to have been the translator’s objective in 

this case as well.  

However, the crowdsourced translation also does some omitting, in this case with the subjunction 

that ‘että’ at the end of the sentence. In this example, the difference between using a literal 

translation and using a transposition is small. Thus, while this example is visible in the statistics, it 

does not contribute to an actual trend of the crowdsourced translation using more literal 

translations than the commercial. In addition, the same exact screen texts are repeated as #53, 

which distorts the statistics further. 

In the final example, screen text #68, the differences in translation are more prominent than in the 

other two examples. The first line in the commercial translation is translated from “That’s 

ridiculous” into an expression with a similar – although tonally slightly different – function: “Älä 

viitsi”. This is a case of equivalence, whereas the crowdsourced translation opts for the literal “Tuo 

on naurettavaa”. 

The reply “Yeah, you’re right” is omitted altogether in the commercial version, and replaced by a 

filler phrase in Finnish, “ai niin”. Similarly to the first example (screen text #18), this seems to be 

done to fit the next line in the same screen text. The crowdsourced translation uses a literal 

translation, “Olet oikeassa”, and places the next line in the following screen text. 

To summarize, while the difference in the number of literal translations is partially due to 

miniscule differences (as in screen text #46), the most common reason to avoid using it seems to 

be the need to keep the translations short. As explained in the theoretical background, the 
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crowdsourcing communities allow more text characters in each screen text than commercial 

agencies (see 2.1., 2.2.). 

 

4.2. Modulations 

 

Whereas the crowdsourced subtitles used twice as much literal translations as the commercial 

subtitles, the use of modulation is the other way around, with 12 instances in the commercial and 

4 in the crowdsourced translations. As explained in the theoretical background, modulation is 

often necessary to make the translation sound more natural by switching perspective (for 

example, making a negative sentence positive, see 2.1.2.).  While there are some screen texts 

where both translations use modulation, my five examples (see Table 4) will focus on the screen 

texts where the two translations use different techniques. 

 

 
ORIGINAL ENGLISH TRANSCRIPT COMMERCIAL FINNISH (Kirsi Reima) CROWDSOURCED FINNISH (DivX Finland) 

20 
- Punchy's wedding. 

- Marshall really took a two-flusher on that one. 
-Punchyn häät. 

-Marshall mokasi täydellisesti. 
- Punchyn häissä. 

- Marshall todella veti ne pöntöstä alas. 

22 - 23 

starts in September, 2011. 
Punchy had asked me to be his best man. 

alkaa syyskuusta 2011. 
Olin Punchyn bestman. 

alkaa syyskuulta 2011. 

Hey! 
Hey! 

Hei! Punchy oli pyytänyt minua bestmanikseen. 

28 Okay, look, I've never told you guys this Ette tiedä tätä- En ole koskaan kertonut tätä teille. 

31 
Somehow those weddings all fell smack-dab 

in the worst moments of my life. 
Jostain syystä häät osuivat 
elämäni pahimpiin hetkiin. 

Jotenkin nuo häät osuivat juuri aikaan, 
jolloin minulla ei mennyt kovin vahvasti. 

37 She got a haircut. Hän on leikannut hiuksensa. Hän kävi kampaajalla. 

Table 4. Examples of modulation. 

 

The first example, screen text #20, has an idiom “to take a two-flusher on sth” in the original 

transcript. The metaphor refers to a messy defecation that requires two flushes of the toilet to 

clean it. While there is no exact Finnish alternative to this expression, the two translations look at 

it from different perspectives: while the crowdsourced subtitles use the equivalence technique 

with a similar toilet-related idiom, “vetää pöntöstä alas”, the commercial subtitles have 
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modulated it into a work-around with the verb “mokata” (lit. to screw up). In this case, the use of 

modulation is probably due to the obscure idiom that the translator has decided to avoid. 

The second example, consisting of screen texts #22 and #23, depicts a clearer case of modulation. 

The crowdsourced translation of “Punchy had asked me to be his best man” is translated almost 

literally, with only a small syntactical difference making it an instance of transposition. The 

commercial version, however, has shortened it considerably by removing the action of asking 

completely and changing the subject of the sentence. Once again, it would seem that this has been 

done to save character space and fit the line into screen text #22 instead of moving it to #23 as the 

crowdsourced version does. Similarly to the second example, the third one (screen text #28) also 

sees a change of subject and action to shorten the text without altering the meaning too much.  

The screen text #31 is the only clear case in the data where the crowdsourced subtitles use 

modulation but the commercial do not. It seems that the translator has decided to use a 

euphemism for the term “the worst moments of my life” by translating it into “ei mennyt kovin 

vahvasti” (lit. wasn’t going very strongly). The commercial translation is more faithful to the 

English text using transposition. 

The fifth example (screen text #37) is a different case altogether from the previous four. The 

commercial translation changes the perspective by translating “She got a haircut” into “Hän on 

leikannut hiuksensa”. Usually, getting a haircut refers to a visit to the hairdresser’s but the 

translation implies she has cut the hair herself. While this may sometimes be said by native Finnish 

speakers, it is considered semantically incorrect. The equivalent expression “käydä kampaajalla” 

used by the crowdsourced subtitles is a more accurate translation semantically. 

The use of modulation in the data seems to be more inconsistent than the use of literal 

translations. While the commercial translation seems to avoid literal translations to save character 

space, the reasons for using modulation cannot be deduced as comprehensively. While in many 

cases the same reason applies into using modulation, as well, in some cases the translators have 

decided to use milder expressions than the original English transcript in both the commercial and 

the crowdsourced subtitles. This is likely done to help the translation sound more natural in 

Finnish. 
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4.3. Omissions 

 

The largest difference in instances of a technique between the two translations is in omissions. For 

the 16 omissions in the crowdsourced subtitles, there were the total of 49 in the commercial 

version. As mentioned earlier, omission is a different kind of translation technique compared to 

the direct and oblique techniques. Instead of actually translating, the translator decides to leave 

something out of the translation to better fit the context of the target language or, in case of 

audiovisual translation, to meet the technical limitations. (See 2.1.3.) 

I have picked the following examples of omission in Table 5 to showcase different kinds of 

situations where the technique has been used, so that the analysis of its reasons and effects was 

as comprehensive as possible. The omissions are marked in the translation with an asterisk (*), 

and the omitted section is marked in the original transcript in bold. It is a common practice in 

subtitling to omit interjections and repetition of names. Thus, such situations are not marked as 

omissions in these examples. (See Table 5.) 

 

 
ORIGINAL ENGLISH TRANSCRIPT COMMERCIAL FINNISH (Kirsi Reima) CROWDSOURCED FINNISH (DivX Finland) 

7 
Barney Stinson needs you right before his 

wedding, you assume there's at least one dead 
hooker in the closet, right? 

* Luulin jo, että tarvitset apua 
kuolleen huoran kanssa. 

Barney Stinson tarvitsee apuasi *. Pakko olettaa, 
että kaapissa on ainakin yksi kuollut huora. 

24 
Guys, before we go, would you mind reading 

my wedding toast? 
- * Lukisitteko hääpuheeni? 

-Mikäs siinä. 
Ennen kuin lähdemme, 

voisitteko lukea hääpuheeni? 

50 
- Whoa. Punchy posted the low points 

of your life online? 
- Oh, not just that. 

-Julkaisiko Punchy ne (*) netissä? 
-Siinä ei ole kaikki. 

Julkaisiko Punchy elämäsi 
noloudet internetissä? 

56 
So now I seem like a total train wreck to 

all my old high school friends. 
Olen hirveä epäonnistuja 

*kavereideni silmissä. 
Nyt näytän täydeltä katastrofilta 

kaikille lukiokavereilleni. 

Table 5. Examples of omission. 

 

In the first example (screen text #7), the translator of the commercial subtitles has decided to omit 

the first clause completely while the crowdsourced subtitles are only missing the temporal adverb 

“before his wedding”. It would seem that the commercial translation has, once again, been 

shortened to make the screen text faster and easier to read. It is unarguably more natural than the 

use of you-passive in the crowdsourced version. However, due to the omission, the humor of the 
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line is not conveyed as clearly in the commercial translation. The second example (screen text #24) 

also has an omission of a temporal adverb. In this situation it does not seem to affect the 

intelligibility of the translation.  

The third and fourth example (screen texts #50 and #56, respectively) are different from the first 

two examples. In both of the latter two examples, the commercial translation omits details that 

could be considered important for the intelligibility of the translation. In screen text #50, the 

commercial subtitles omit “the low points of your life” in favor of the pronoun them ‘ne’, which 

refers to the earlier wedding toasts, shown right before. While the toasts are clearly embarrassing 

for Ted, the translation does not refer to them being the low points of his life in any way. 

In screen text #56, the two modifiers for the head noun friends are omitted: old and high school. 

This results in a broader translation than the crowdsourced version, which has adapted the term 

high school into its Finnish counterpart, ‘lukio’. While these omissions help the commercial 

translation fit the technical limitations, they alter the original idea of the English transcript into 

something more or less different. Whether it causes misunderstandings with the viewers or not is 

not in the scope of this study. 

 

 

4.4. Summary of findings 

 

In this section, I have analyzed the differences in the use of three translation techniques: literal 

translations, modulations and omission. These three techniques were chosen because the 

numbers of instances they were used in in the data were drastically different between the two 

translations. I based the analysis on actual examples from the data. The examples were chosen to 

represent different situations and contexts in which they were used. 

To summarize the findings, it would seem that the commercial translation tends to aim for a 

smaller amount of characters per screen text than the crowdsourced translation, which is in line 

with the theoretical background (see 2.2. and 2.3.). However, in some examples, this was done at 

the expense of comprehensibility, resulting in a more limited translation. Based on the analysis, it 

can be deduced that using literal translation tends to make the result longer than using 
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transposition. By using modulation, the translation may in some cases be further shortened. Thus, 

the commercial translations favor these techniques. The crowdsourced subtitles have looser 

limitations and can hence be more faithful to the original transcript. 

While the reasons for using a certain translation technique may differ from one example to 

another, it should be noted that while working, a translator rarely thinks about the actual 

techniques, if they even know of the existence of such classifications. Especially in the 

crowdsourcing communities, where the vast majority of the translators are amateurs, the 

knowledge of translation studies is understandably narrow. In addition, due to the small amount 

of data used for this study, and the data coming from only one professional translator and one 

team of amateur translators, these findings cannot and should not be generalized to describe all 

commercial and crowdsourced subtitles or the translation techniques used in them. Instead, these 

findings may be used as a guideline for further study into the matter.   
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5. CONCLUSION 

 

With thousands of different languages in the world, the need for translations is unarguable in 

today’s globalized world. As important as the translations themselves is the research that is done 

to understand the phenomenon of translation. In this study, I have introduced the concept of 

crowdsourced audiovisual translations: subtitles made in online communities by movie and TV 

show fans to be distributed to other fans for free. This phenomenon of the 21st century has been 

researched scantily, which is why I have explained it in detail in this study. 

My main objective has been to compare a crowdsourced translation with a commercially 

distributed translation of the same source material. The perspective for this comparison has been 

the use of different translation techniques: how much, where and why each technique is used in 

the two translation, and how has the choice of technique affected the intelligibility of the end 

result. The nine translation techniques, based on previous research by Vinay, Darbelnet, Retsker 

and Malone, are literal translation, borrowing, calque, transposition, modulation, equivalence, 

adaptation, omission and compensation. Each of these techniques is introduced and explained 

with examples to provide an understanding into their use cases, differences and similarities. 

In my analysis, I have focused on the three techniques that have significantly different numbers of 

instances they are used in in each translation: literal translations, modulations and omissions. 

Based on the findings, it seems clear that the commercial translation, made by a professional, aims 

to keep the translations short, sometimes at the expense of details. The crowdsourced translation 

by a group of amateurs, on the other hand, is more faithful to the source material, the original 

English transcript. The most probable explanation for this difference in the use of these techniques 

are the technical limitations, such as the number of text characters that can be visible on screen at 

once. The limitations are stricter in commercially distributed subtitles than in the crowdsourced 

translations. 

Because this study was made with a small amount of data from just two different sources, the 

results cannot be automatically generalized to apply to all pairs of commercial and crowdsourced 

subtitles. However, further study on the matter could be conducted by enlarging the data to 

encompass many different pairs of subtitles, and by expanding the scope of the study to the 

technical aspects of the subtitles in addition to the textual aspect studied in this thesis. 
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APPENDIX: THE DATA 

 

 
ORIGINAL ENGLISH TRANSCRIPT 

COMMERCIAL FINNISH 
(Kirsi Reima) 

CROWDSOURCED FINNISH 

(DivX Finland) 

1 
NARRATOR TED: Kids, if there's one big theme 

to this story - 
Jos tällä tarinalla on teema- 

Lapset, jos tällä tarinalla 
on jokin tärkeä teema, - 

2 
and I swear, we're totally, almost, 

not really all that close to the end - 
-ja vannon, emme ole vielä lähelläkään 

loppua- 
ja vannon, 

että olemme todella, melkein, - 

3 it's timing. Timing is everything. -se on ajoitus. Se on tärkein. 
emme kovinkaan lähellä loppua, se on 

ajoitus. 
Ajoitus on kaikki kaikessa. 

4 
For example, I never would have met your 

mother 
if it weren't for a wedding. 

Ilman häitä en olisi tavannut äitiänne. 
En olisi esimerkiksi koskaan 

tavannut äitiänne ilman eräitä häitä. 

5 The last wedding I ever thought I'd be at. En uskonut, että niitä häitä tulisi. 
Häitä, joissa en koskaan 

olisi uskonut olevani. 

6 
BARNEY: What do you think of this tie? 

TED: Oh, thank God. 
-Mitä pidät solmiosta? 

-Luojan kiitos. 
- Mitä mieltä olet tästä solmiosta? 

- Luojan kiitos. 

7 
Barney Stinson needs you right before his 

wedding, you assume there's at least one dead 
hooker in the closet, right? 

Luulin jo, että tarvitset apua 
kuolleen huoran kanssa. 

Barney Stinson tarvitsee apuasi. Pakko 
olettaa, 

että kaapissa on ainakin yksi kuollut 
huora. 

8 
BARNEY: Is this one better? 
TED: Look, the tie is great, 

-Onko tämä parempi? 
-Se on hyvä. 

- Onko tämä parempi? 
- Solmio on loistava. 

9 

and, you know, it's perfectly normal to have 
some 

pre-wedding jitters. 
BARNEY: I'm not having jitters. 

-Jännitys on ihan normaalia. 
-Ei minua jännitä. 

On täysin normaalia 
jännittää ennen häitä. 

10 It just occurs to me --- Ei minua jännitä. Tajusin vain, - 

11 
that once I put this tie on, 

I can never take it off. 
Kun laitan solmion, 

en voi enää vaihtaa sitä. 
että puettuani tämän solmion päälle, 

en voi ottaa sitä koskaan pois. 

12 I have to wear this tie forever and ever. Minun on pidettävä sitä aina. Minun on käytettävä tätä solmiota aina. 

13 
And sure, this tie's skinny now, 
but what happens if it gets fat 
and starts bossing me around? 

Onhan se laiha nyt, 
mutta mitä sitten, kun se lihoo? 

Toki tämä solmio on hoikka nyt, mutta 
mitä jos se lihoo ja alkaa määräillä 

minua? 

14 
Did I make a mistake? Would I 

have been happier with the other tie? 
Teinkö virheen? 

Toisiko toinen enemmän onnea? 

Teinkö virheen? 
Olisinko onnellisempi toisen solmion 

kanssa? 

15 
Ted, can I tell you a big secret? 

TED: Of course. 
-Saanko kertoa salaisuuden? 

-Tietysti. 
- Voinko kertoa sinulle ison salaisuuden 

- Totta kai. 

16 
BARNEY: I'm not really talking about the tie. 

TED: No, I got that, Barney. 
-En puhu solmiosta. 

-Tiedän. 
- En oikeasti puhu solmiosta. 

- Ymmärsin sen. 

17 
BARNEY: I wonder if this whole thing's a 

disaster. 
Mitä jos tämä on katastrofi? Mitä jos tämä on täysi fiasko? 

18 
What if this is the worst wedding ever? 

TED: Not possible. 
-Mitä jos häät ovat kaikista kamalimmat? 

-Se on mahdotonta. 
Mitä jos nämä ovat 

huonoimmat häät ikinä? 

19 We've already been to the worst wedding ever. Olimme jo kamalimmissa häissä. 
Ei ole mahdollista. 

Olimme jo huonoimmissa häissä. 
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ORIGINAL ENGLISH TRANSCRIPT 

COMMERCIAL FINNISH 
(Kirsi Reima) 

CROWDSOURCED FINNISH 

(DivX Finland) 

20 
BARNEY: Punchy's wedding. 

TED: Marshall really took a two-flusher on that 
one. 

-Punchyn häät. 
-Marshall mokasi täydellisesti. 

- Punchyn häissä. 
- Marshall todella veti ne pöntöstä alas. 

21 
NARRATOR TED: The story of how 

uncle Marshall ruined my friend Punchy's 
wedding 

Tarina siitä, miten Marshall pilasi 
Punchyn häät- 

Tarina siitä, kuinka Marshall-setä 
pilasi ystäväni Punchyn häät - 

22 
starts in September, 2011. 

Punchy had asked me to be his best man. 
alkaa syyskuusta 2011. 
Olin Punchyn bestman. 

alkaa syyskuulta 2011. 

23 
Hey! 
Hey! 

Hei! 
Punchy oli pyytänyt minua 

bestmanikseen. 

24 
TED: Guys, before we go, would you mind 

reading 
my wedding toast? 

-Lukisitteko hääpuheeni? 
-Mikäs siinä. 

Ennen kuin lähdemme, 
voisitteko lukea hääpuheeni? 

25 
GANG: Yeah, no problem. Sure. 
BARNEY: All right, if I have to. 

Hienoa. 
- Totta kai. 

- Jos on pakko. 

26 
TED: There's a few different versions. 

ROBIN: Ted, why are you working so hard on 
this toast? 

-Versioita on useita. 
-Miksi hermoilet noin? 

- Siitä on pari versiota. 
- Miksi näet niin paljon vaivaa puheesta? 

27 
Punchy belched his proposal through 

a karaoke mic at a bowling alley. 
Punchy kosi röyhtäilemällä keilahallissa. 

Punchy röyhtäili kosintansa 
karaokemikrofoniin keilahallissa 

28 TED: Okay, look, I've never told you guys this Ette tiedä tätä- En ole koskaan kertonut tätä teille. 

29 
but over the years, a few of my old high school 
buddies have asked me to give wedding toasts, 

-mutta monet koulukaverini ovat pyytäneet 
minua pitämään hääpuheen. 

Vuosien varrella muutamat lukiokaverini 
ovat pyytäneet minulta hääpuheita, - 

30 and they haven't gone great. Ne eivät ole olleet loistavia. eivätkä ne ole menneet kovin nappiin. 

31 
Somehow those weddings all fell smack-dab 

in the worst moments of my life. 
Jostain syystä häät osuivat 
elämäni pahimpiin hetkiin. 

Jotenkin nuo häät osuivat juuri aikaan, 
jolloin minulla ei mennyt kovin vahvasti. 

32 Joel and Mora's love is a beautiful thing. Joelin ja Moran rakkaus on kaunista. Joelin ja Moran rakkaus on kaunis asia. 

33 I thought I had that… Luulin, että minulla oli rakkautta. Luulin löytäneeni sen, - 

34 Till my fiancée left me at the altar last week. 
Viime viikolla morsiameni 

jätti minut alttarille. 
kunnes morsiameni jätti 

minut alttarille viime viikolla. 

35 I was asked not to talk about this, so I won't. En aio puhua siitä. 
Minua kiellettiin puhumasta siitä, 

joten en puhu. 

36 I sit outside her house at night sometimes. Istun joskus hänen kotinsa ulkopuolella. 
Joskus öisin istun hänen 

talonsa ulkopuolella. 

37 She got a haircut. Hän on leikannut hiuksensa. Hän kävi kampaajalla. 

38 
After I lost my job last week, 

I was asked not to give this toast… 
Pyydettiin, että en pitäisi puhetta, 

koska sain potkut. 
Saatuani potkut viime viikolla, 

minua kiellettiin pitämästä tätä puhetta. 

39 
No, no, no! The happy couple needs to hear 

this. 
Parin on kuultava tämä! Ei! Onnellisen parin täytyy kuulla tämä. 

40 Things end. Asiat päättyvät. Asiat päättyvät. 

41 
But from the ashes of your 

statistically probable divorce, 
Tilastollisesti todennäköisen eronne 

raunioista- 
Mutta todennäköisen eronne tuhkasta - 

42 hope can rise anew. -voi nousta toivo. voi nousta uusi toivo. 

43 
That is why I'm starting my own 

architecture firm, Mosbius Designs. 
Siksi perustan oman firmani, 

Mosbius Designsin. 
Siksi perustan oman arkkitehtiyritykseni - 
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44 --- --- Mosbius Designsin. 

45 Mosbius Designs has failed. Mosbius Designs kaatui. Mosbius Designs on kaatunut. 

46 But Alex and Jessica's love reminds us that… 
Alexin ja Jessican rakkaus kertoo, 

että… 
Mutta Alexin ja Jessican 

rakkaus muistuttaa meille... 

47 Mosby loses it at a wedding AGAIN… CLASSIC! Mosby murtuu, TAAS! --- 

48 Oh, God! Voi luoja! Voi luoja. 

49 Classic Schmosby! Klassista tavaraa! Klassista Schmosbya. 

50 
ROBIN: Whoa. Punchy posted the low points of 

your life online? 
TED: Oh, not just that. 

-Julkaisiko Punchy ne netissä? 
-Siinä ei ole kaikki. 

Julkaisiko Punchy elämäsi 
noloudet internetissä? 

51 --- --- Eikä siinä kaikki. 

52 Mosbius Designs has failed. Mosbius Designs kaatui. Mosbius Designs on kaatunut. 

53 But Alex and Jessica's love reminds us that… Alexin ja Jessican rakkaus kertoo, että 
Mutta Alexin ja Jessican 

rakkaus muistuttaa meille... 

54 Tha-tha-tha-tha-that Että --- 

55 Oh, God! Voi luoja! Voi luoja. 

56 
So now I seem like a total train wreck to 

all my old high school friends. 
Olen hirveä epäonnistuja 

kavereideni silmissä. 
Nyt näytän täydeltä katastrofilta 

kaikille lukiokavereilleni. 

57 And a bunch of people in Finland. Ja suomalaisten. Ja joukolle ihmisiä Suomesta. 

58 The Auto-Tune thing got kind of big over there. Auto-Tune on siellä iso juttu. 
Autotuunattu versio oli 
aikamoinen hitti siellä. 

59 That's why I have to nail this toast. Minun on onnistuttava tässä. Sen takia tämän puheen on onnistuttava. 

60 
BARNEY: Ted, you want to nail something at 

this wedding? 
Lose the trapper keeper. 

Haluatko onnistua näissä häissä? 
Unohda tämä. 

Ted, jos haluat, että 
sinua onnistaa häissä - 

61 
 

--- unohda kansio. 

62 
The only thing you need to bring 

to Cleveland is this. 
Tarvitset Clevelandissa vain tätä. 

Ainoa asia mitä tarvitset 
Clevelandissa on tämä. 

63 
NARRATOR TED: That fall I became the 

youngest 
architect in the history of New York 

Minusta tuli New Yorkin 
nuorin arkkitehti- 

Tuona syksynä minusta tuli nuorin 
arkkitehti New Yorkin historiassa, - 

64 to break ground on a skyscraper. 
-joka sai suunnitella pilvenpiirtäjän. 

Minusta tehtiin lehtijuttu. 
joka on räjäyttänyt pilvenpiirtäjän. 

65 Which lead to a glowing magazine feature. --- Asiasta tehtiin lehtiartikkeli. 

66 
I planned on having it framed. 

Uncle Barney had different plans. 
Aioin kehystää sen. 

Barney suunnitteli muuta. 
Ajattelin kehystää sen, mutta 

Barney-sedällä oli muita suunnitelmia. 

67 
BARNEY: Here's your toast: 

"Single file, ladies. No fatties." 
Tässä on puheesi: 

”Jonoon naiset, ei läskejä.” 
Tässä on puheesi: 

"Muodostakaa jono, neidit. Ei lihavia." 

68 
TED: That's ridiculous. 

BARNEY: Yeah, you're right. It's Cleveland. 
-Älä viitsi. 

-Ai niin, Cleveland. ”Jonoon naiset.” 
- Tuo on naurettavaa. 

- Olet oikeassa. Kyseessä on Cleveland. 

69 "Single file, ladies." --- "Muodostakaa jono, neidit." 
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